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Connection status

Number of active song displays

Battery level

REMOTE CONTROL KEYBOARD

Even more fun in singing together

Electronic song displays play an important part in motivating church visi-

tors to participate in collective singing. Priests and organists confi rm this fact 
increasingly often. It is also remarkable that the community sings aloud starting 
from the very fi rst measure instead of the majority of voices dropping in during 
the verse. Because the number of the current song and especially also of the 
current verse is always on the display, everybody knows where to read along 
in the songbook. That’s how even not that “experienced” church visitors can be 
motivated to actively participate in the common singing.

Clear-cut and easy to use

Most simple operation was the most important target in the development of our 
remote control keyboard. Anybody can immediately bring the desired song or 
verse numbers on the song display - without any training or prior experience. It 
is very easy to confi gure the sequence of the songs. During church service, the 
only thing to do is to activate this pre-confi gured sequence. A preview feature can 
be used to inform the audience about the song selection before the start of the 
mass. Wireless transmission to the display works perfectly without direct line of 
sight. Naturally, you can send to multiple song displays at once – you can also 
use multiple remote control keyboards if you like.

Features

- Very simple handling

- 20 large, easily readable buttons

- 4 line display, 16 characters per line

- Illuminated display - operation is possible in

  the dark

- Memory for 4 programs with up to 20 songs each

- Song preview

- High-capacity rechargeable battery, 10 hour

  battery life

- Wireless transmission up to 100m

- Multiple remote control keyboards may be used in 

  parallel
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Hinge set for rotateable mount:

Using the hinge set, the display can be 
mounted to a wall and to be rotated up 
to 90 degrees.

Special design (brown):

This option is advisable for 
a darker foil.

Special design 

(yellow numerals)

SONG DISPLAY

Features

- Large, well-readable letters (120 mm)

- Dot-matrix display 

- Readable distance up to approx. 50 m

- Very robust, very fl at (20 mm)

- Display of all letters possible 

- Many special characters

- Up to 6 song displays can be operated with   

  one remote control keyboard 

- Confi gurable brightness

- Extendable and easy to maintain due to 

  modular construction

- Non-refl ecting front pane (new, improved 

  process)

Low-profile panel with high luminocity

The display elements are arranged in a robust but still inconspicuous aluminum case that measures only 20 mm in depth. 
The white front pane is absolutely nontransparent. If the panel is switched off, it is hardly perceivable on a white wall. The 
large letters measure 120mm in height and are easy to read even by seniors (rounded letters, not a 7-segment display). The 
dot-matrix display can support all letters and many special characters. Although we do recommend the red display confi gura-
tion, we can also provide the display with yellow or green letters. The red letters provide the best readability in most situations. 
We have chosen a very decent red that does never disturb the eye. A special feature of our song display is the modular setup. 
The display supports 2-lines with three to four letters by default – but may be used for any other number of lines and letters 
if customized. The non-refl ecting front pane is another very important feature. We have developed a new process of treating 
the pane. The result is a spotless, absolutely non-refl ecting surface that does not let lamps or even bright windows affect the 
readability.

Accessories / Special designs

The song display is normally mounted on the wall. Additionally, it supports being mounted in almost any setting with 
additional accessories.
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430 mm

550 mm (Song display 2/4)

120 mm

430 mm (Song display 2/3)

210 mm

285 mm 

m

(Song display 2/4 - 60) 

INDICATING PANEL

TYPE ITEC Song display 2/3    ITEC Song display 2/4     ITEC Song display 2/4 - 60

Lines / Characters 2-line with 3 characters each * 2-line with 4 characters each * 2-line with 4 characters each *
Character Height 120 mm 120 mm 60 mm
Reading Distance Up to 50 m approx. Up to 50 m approx. Up to 10 m approx.
Dimensions  (H x W x D) 430 x 430 x 20 mm 550 x 430 x 20 mm 285 x 210 x 20 mm
Weight 3.5 kg approx. 4.2 kg approx. 1.2 kg approx.
Color (frame, screen) white (brown on request) white (brown on request) white (brown on request)

Color of the Characters red (yellow, green on request) red (yellow, green on request) red (yellow, green on request)

Display Technology Dot-Matrix 10 x 16 Dot-Matrix 10 x 16 Dot-Matrix 5 x 8
Display Alphanumeric Characters
Display Special Characters
Adjustable Luminosity

Remote Control
  434.4 MHz transmitter/      

receiver
  434.4 MHz transmitter/

receiver
     434.4 MHz transmitter/
receiver

Power Supply
  230 V Power Supply 

Unit, pluggable
  230 V Power Supply Unit, 

pluggable
     230 V Power Supply Unit, 
pluggable

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Hinge set or Rotate- and tiltable mount

Power supply for an in-wall connector

*other display dimensions on request

REMOTE CONTROL KEYBOARD

TYPE Remote Control Keyboard  ITEC-RC.12

Display 4-line with 16 characters, white/blue
Keyboard Coated keyboard with 20 large, clearly arranged buttons
Power Supply Built-in rechargeable battery, Charger/Power Supply Unit 230 V / 7V
Battery life 10 hours
Memory 4 sequences with up to 20 song- or verse numbers each
Memory Technologie Flash memory, survives power-loss
Remote Control 434.4 MHz transmitter/receiver, 2 channels to choose
Dimensions (H x W x D) 120 x 200 x 35 mm approx.
Weight 0.7 kg approx.

ships with the product surcharge

SONG DISPLAY / REMOTE CONTROL RC.12 - SPECIFICATIONS SONG DISPLAY
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Tel.: +43 (0)3133 / 3780-0, offi ce@itec-audio.com, www.itec-audio.com

All information without guarantee. Subject to technical changes.
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